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Personocratia’s Path 
 

They Had Many Children and Lived Happily Ever After 
 

Both of us - Ghis (3 girls and 1 boy) and Mado (1 girl and 2 boys) - became dedicated mothers, despite our determination 
to remain childless. What happened? The animal program was stronger than our resolve. We both dived into our roles with 
passion, but chose two opposite methods of mothering – modern (Ghis) and primitive (Mado). Surprisingly, the results 
were similar, since the influence of today’s society on children is stronger than any dreams parents may have. Early family 
programming is quickly buried underneath subsequent layers called schooling, television, movies, music, Internet, drugs, 
and friends. 
Giving Birth Is Photocopying 
Mammals kill and eat abnormal babies right after they are born. The survival program of animal species specifies that 
offspring need to be perfect if they are to live and reproduce. Yet, with Homo sapiens, not only do all babies have the legal 
right to live, but all adults have the obligation to reproduce, whatever their physical or psychological condition. The 
pressure exerted by family, the media, and society as a whole becomes such that an adult who refuses to have children is 
considered a traitor. Making babies becomes a genetic and patriotic duty. 
 At the same time, the human environment has never contained so many mutagenic substances: pesticides, food 
additives, vaccines, nuclear radiation, GMOs, chemtrails, etc.  These cause genetic anomalies that are automatically 
transmitted to future generations. Giving birth means photocopying genes. Everyone knows that when a photocopy gets 
reproduced again and again, its quality decreases every time. Because of the poor quality of their genes, most men and 
women should actually be banned from making babies! 
 After a baby is born, she needs protection, warmth, food, clothing, and education. All this is expensive. 
Consequently, one expects the rich to have more children than the poor. Yet, the reverse is true! As the saying goes, “the 
rich get the money and the poor get the baby”. For instance, in Afghan camps, each woman gives birth to an average of 14 
children. This may seem illogical, but it fits the biological program perfectly. The more precarious the survival, the fiercer 
becomes the urge to reproduce. This is Nature’s way of ensuring the perpetuation of a species. 
A Twenty-Year Prison Sentence 
Why would one want to start a family? Most people do so without ever asking this question. Animality is the only thing 
that pushes someone in this direction. In the 21st century, who can afford to choose 20 years of prison instead of 20 years of 
evolution of consciousness? Those who do show a total lack of awareness about what our future holds! 
 So, you think that you can have both family and transformation? Be aware that a mother actually has four jobs: 1) 
mothering her children; 2) keeping her couple (to get affection); 3) taking care of the larger family (grandparents, 
uncles/aunts); 4) having a successful career. As for the father, his priorities are different: 1) keeping his couple (to get sex); 
2) having a successful career; 3) being a good father; 4) taking care of the larger family. It is very hard to do well four things 
at a time, so most people concentrate on one or two. In general, a woman’s career reaches a maximum just before she starts 
a family and a man’s career takes a leap forward after his first baby – money, responsibilities, and work hours. 
 The majority of parents are overwhelmed by their role and feel they are incapable of educating their children 
properly. So, they place them into the hands of specialists who corrupt them for life. Babysitters, nannies, teachers, and 
coaches can only show them the lies they learned in school and the media, and turn them into faithful slaves of the elite. The 
behaviour of today’s teenagers and young adults can only confirm the poor results of this approach. If I decide to have 
children, I must devote time, energy, and money to their care and share a deep friendship with them. If I decide otherwise, it 
is best not to have any babies! In fact, being a parent is a full-time, 20-year commitment. 
Primitive versus Modern Mothering 
To raise a child properly, a mother needs to be available and trust her instinct. Her DNA will guide her actions as well as in 
any other mammalian species. However, human beings are weird animals. As they possess large brains to pick up thoughts 
from the mental worlds, and thin hips that help them walk on two legs, their babies are born prematurely, at the foetal 
stage, so that their skulls can fit inside the birth canal. They are born weak and clumsy and cannot hold on to their mothers 
like baby monkeys do. Therefore, a human mother must carry her baby until the child is able to move alone rapidly, when 
she is two years old or more. 
 Human DNA specifies that a baby should have constant physical contact with her mother in order to be stimulated at 
all times via touch, smell, sound, and movement. An infant has no notion of time and eagerly awaits the reassuring comfort of 
her mother. If it does not come, she cries loudly and incessantly at first. When she gets exhausted and loses all hope of being 
comforted, she gives up. From birth onward, she goes through a series of shocks, each triggering a special biological program. 
Her inherent potential to be happy and healthy is sabotaged for life. She becomes disillusioned, aggressive, sickly, and 
resigned.  
 Elite-educated specialists have made sure to destroy the mother/baby link. Why? It is because this lack of connection 
creates fearful human beings who yearn for saviours (spouse, boss, specialist, state) for their entire lives. Perfect citizens! Since 
WWII, the elite has encouraged mothers to work out of the home. It knew that placing a child in day-care means making an 
orphan out of her. Here are the most common long-term effects of living in an orphanage: 1) atrophied, sickly      
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physical body; 2) vital body three times more prone to emotional problems (anger, depression, anxiety); 3) lesser-developed 
mental body (backwardness, lower IQ).  
 Finally, as children learn mainly by imitation, if modern adults live only to fulfil their desires and lust, their 
offspring will mimic such behaviour and attach great value to money, possessions, and hypersexualisation (clothing, 
dancing, gestures, expressions, attitudes, pornography). What a sad kind of society this makes! 
Child Sexuality 
Mind-control specialists from the Tavistock Institute have discovered that the early 
eroticisation of children automatically brings about lifelong retardation. The more intense 
and precocious the sexual stimulation of a child, the more chances her intellectual and 
emotional capacities have to remain at the level of a neurotic, easily-manipulated child. To 
obtain such a result in the larger population, the elite uses the mass media and the 
educational system. Simultaneously, it works to destroy the family and the parent-child 
relationship. Thanks to such efforts, the State is now the new, happy parent of a big family 
of childish, stupid, paranoid citizens. That is why sex is the dominant message in the media. 
Nowadays, even schools are involved. For example, in Switzerland and Germany, sex 
education starts in kindergarten. Officially, their intention is to destroy taboos and favour 
sexual freedom by painting in a favourable light artificial insemination, surrogate mothers, 
homosexuality, bisexuality, transsexuality, and paedophilia. Heterosexuality and the 
traditional family are presented as outmoded. 
Children and the Media 
The worlds of media and publicity go hand in hand. Our children are bombarded with 3,000 
commercials per day. This takes place during daytime (television, music, school, Internet, 
buses, stores, streets, clothing, cereal boxes) and at night (bed sheets, toys, pyjamas). Efficiently programmed into lifelong 
consumers, children turn towards parents and pester them for all they have been told they should own. In the USA, since 1984, 
child marketing has no more legal limit. Since then, child consumption has increased by 35% every year, going from $4.2 
billion in 1984 to $40 billion in 2008. Our children have become the disciples of a new cult based on materialism, navel-
gazing, and instantaneous gratification. 
Acknowledging Failure 
Nowadays, being a parent is no picnic. When facing such a challenge, many adopt an authoritarian attitude based on a 
religious or moral code coming from previous generations – spare the rod, spoil the child. Their children either become 
good, obedient white sheep who perpetuate the family prison, or rebellious black sheep – artists, bandits, explorers, drug 
addicts, and other adventurers of nonconformism. Some parents go in the opposite direction and use the enfant-roi (child-
king) program. Their children become their whole life. Permissive, inconsistent, undisciplined, they bring up irresponsible, 

unstable, vile offspring. Once adults, they are more inclined to alcohol, drug abuse, 
early sex – and, as a consequence, early parenting. 
 In the 21st century, all child-rearing methods are bound to fail. Whether it is 
the state producing robot-like citizens, strict parents who train high-performance 
children, or soft-spoken parents who only wish to make their progeny happy, the result 
remains repeatedly unacceptable. All attempts end up in failure. To find the solution, 
we must go to the root of the problem. In reality, humanity is a transitory species 
between animality and idessity*. This uncomfortable and painful transition forces 
human beings to leave their now-obsolete programs behind. Let us realise that the 
human family is on the verge of extinction. Trying to come back nostalgically to 
time-proven methods or putting all hopes on technological feats are both bound for 
failure. The pain and suffering that human families are now facing must be seen for 
what they are – an evolutionary necessity! 

 

Personocratia** 
 
Source: Personocratia’s booklet “FAMILY, towards… Communion of Spirit”, which was recently published. Get your copy 
by contacting: info@personocratia.com  
Information: www.personocratia.com    Videos: www.dianedares.com 
 
___________________ 

* Idessity: The next reign after animality, in which individuals possess ‘divine’ attributes – omnipotence, omniscience, 
immortality, etc. 
** Personocratia: The person who knows that she is the Supreme Creatrix incarnated in a body and who acts as such  
in her daily life.                           


